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A Moment Can’T Be Forgotten

When you wake up at 6 O’clock Am, and take a look from your window
You see an amazing sight, a beautiful light makes the sky glows

You feel a power comes when you inhale the breeze of the dancing flowers
You hear the sound of the singing birds even if they are on a high tower.

you hear the angels whispering in your ears.
You begin to cry from touching the sky happiness.
Then you find a cute child wiping your tears.
you see a light of hope, with beautiful colours, and cute faces.

The sun hiding behind the rainbow
The sky snowing violently like a blow

A moment just when I wake and feel it,
I wish I could back in time again to feel it.

Abdallah Gamal
A New Day!

A still tongue keeps a wise head.
A talkative fool tries to turn heads.
A sailor thinks himself a rocket scientist.
everyone deceives me, everyone does their best,
that's why I had been lost in a great mist,
that pushed me away from east to west.
Now, I'm on the summit of a mountain,
ready for getting rid of my lifelong pain.
My heart is near from God and I'm going to pray
for Him, and thank Him for guiding to the right way,
that could save me from a deadly lightning ray,
and guide me to a new life, that's really made my day.
Where there is no pain, no hatress, no fake, no lie,
no one can hurt me again, till the day I die.

The used Idioms and Idiomatic expressions!
A still tongue keeps a wise head = Wise people don't talk much.
Tries to turn heads = Tries to be noticed by everyone all the time.
Rocket scientist = The most intelligent person.
Lifelong = Eternal
Made my day = Made me happy!

Abdallah Gamal
After A Great Thunder There Is A Beautiful Rainbow

Once I was sitting alone, wondering the beauty of nature
It was raining, and the thunder was breaking up the mountains
I was frightened, i lost my mind, I scared of my coming future
I lost the way to my home.. I ran away under the rains
Wondering how can I get out from that terrible twister
hide under the trees? !, but the lightning won't leave anything to remain
or search for a shelter, but i don't trust the intentions of the humans
after a while the sun appeared among the rainbow and glowing clouds
and the flowers grew on and covered the broken mountain
I wondered and asked myself where is the rain
The answer came...You have to believe and trust me
Your fate always roads you to the right way, the way to me
But your wrong decisions are that road you to the hell..

Abdallah Gamal
An Apology

I don't know how.... I don't know why
I can't believe how.. how dared I?
Because of my madness.. I now cry and cry
Your character impressed me... so how can I?
forget your pretty.. pretty eye
if you won't forgive me.. I'll die
I'm now so regretful.. so so shy
I don't know how.... I don know why
I can't believe how.. how dared I?
Because of my madness.. i'm now cry and cry.

Abdallah Gamal
Don'T Pretend Being Happy  Just Smile

sometimes you look to other people and see them happy,
while you're stuck in many troubles, asking yourself 'why am I so gloomy?'

You see this girl talking about her new dress, and that boy shining with his girlfriend,
while you're staring, talking to yourself, neither an enemy nor a friend.

Then you go back home to find troubles and fights,
you get into your room and remind back your diary as every night,
lying on the bed, the stars are dancing, staring to the moon's bright,
listening to the voice of nature, flying in the sky like a free kite.
Then the sky rains heavily, a moment later comes the rainbow light.
I was also like you wondering the seven colors except the white.

I asked my dad where is the white? ! He smiled at me and replied,
'This is life son, to take a photo for happy people someone has to take aside.'

Abdallah Gamal
Dream As If You'll Live Forever.. Live As If You'll Die Today

&l;/&g;Once in a glowing night I was lying beneath the stars,
The moon was illuminating in the sky
I found my self in a world where there are no any liars,
in a world where there is no how or why
Then I found my self flying away leaving my fears,
the clouds were glowing like a beautiful butterfly
the sky rained in a scene as if it rains Dollars,
I scared of that strange world, , how and why?

The rain stopped to show an amazing scene,
the shining sun embraces the beautiful rainbow
It was the best scene I have ever seen,
it was like a huge rain casted in a calm river then flow.

suddenly in the middle of noway I heared a horrible voice,
it was my little brother crying
like if u were in a wonderful place then u found a mice,
thats really makes u feel dying

These are the dreams, , hard to understand it, , impossible to believe it
but when u see it, , when u feel it, , u feel that u've the ability to fly
For u, U see things that are impossible to happen; and u say, 'Why? '
But for me, , I dream things that never were, , , and I say, 'Why not?

Abdallah Gamal
Everyone Wanna Be The Best, But He/She Can'T Even Try At Least

I wanna be a good person, so everyone will love me, so my dad says that's my son, so everyone will point at me, saying: 'He's the bright moon, he has the perfect beauty, he has the eyes of the sun, who is that angel could be.'.

I wanna be good, just for the people say he's a good person. However if that all I wanted, so what's the point of what I've done? ! So all of that wasn't faithfully to Allah, and at last I haven't won The Medal Of Honour, so everything I dreamt about has gone.

No, not everything has gone, I still have Allah in my life. I've just woke up, and I'm coming to continue my strife. My vision has returned to me, so nothing will change my belief even the knife. I don't care anymore about getting a new car or a perfect wife. All what I care about is to put the Heaven on my way, and forget the prelife. Now I feel the faith in me, I feel that mercy of Allah upon me is rife.

Abdallah Gamal
Happy Feast

It's a day not like any day where everyone dances and plays where enemies meet in the same way that they were fighting in it yesterday but today is not like any day where we kneel for our creator and pray for saving us and keep us on the right way.
because today is not like any day we laugh, we love, we sing, we try to make our dreams touch the sky and jumping up very very high to make every miserable person be happy, no pain, no cry but unfortunately today is like any day it comes at night, to see us off and says goodbye.

Abdallah Gamal
He Is Coming Back

someday, somewhere, he will come
he will come to renew my life again
to tell me the story of every night
to play with me, to sing with me
haaaaahooooooohaaaheeee

to push me while I riding my bike
to raise me up when I success
to stand behind the door,
watching me pray for him
to wipe my tears
to kill my fears
to share my dreams
to draw a picture for him and me,
The sun behind us, the tree above us
then I woke up. Oh I was lying beneath the stars
is this was real, , or I was just in a dream
Oh oh oh no, , it wasn't just a dream
It's a prediction that he is coming to share my dreams

Abdallah Gamal
He Is The Light Of My Life.. He Is The Enemy Of My Grief

It's very amazing to have someone who appreciates you
Who loves you, who believes you, who remains faithful to you
Who respects u, whenever u're false, whenever u're true
Who turns you life to a beautiful garden, who turns your sky to blue
Who never makes assumptions about you, who never thinks to lose you
Throughout the years u've been, he still remains behind u
Even if you were in trouble, he won't stand laughing on you
And that's my friend.. So how about you?

Abdallah Gamal
I Love You Although I've Never Met You

In my life you are a beautiful dream,
but in my dream you are mine.
You are the soul and the blood stream,
that could make me an eternal life.

I've made the most important discovery of my life,
It's only in the mysterious equation of love,
that inspired the world arround me and changed my life,
It was hard to find it, and harder to solve,
It was like a dream to me as well as a great strife,
and that is the great power and the magic of love,

I love you although I've never met you,
with you I can stand up for anything to do.
I love you although I've never met you,
you changed my life and so my sky to blue.
I love you although I never met you,
but in my dreams I really meet you.

Abdallah Gamal
I Waited A Long Time For You, And My Dream Came True

I was like a withered flower in a barren desert,
till I breathed your smile that brought life to my heart.

I was like a homeless child looking for a shelter.
till you got me in your heart, awh nothing is much better.

When I saw you, I felt my heart flying freely in the sky.
I said ' Angels don't exist, could she be a butterfly? ! '.
I waited a long time for the one who will wipe tears stuck in my eyes.
Then I met you, and to my lifelong loneliness said 'Good-bye'.

You taught me how to live, how to love, how to sacrifice.
Till you came into my life, my world turned to a paradise.

I wrote our story on the walls of my heart, to tell it to our children,
to teach them what true love is, and let our souls rest in Heaven.

Abdallah Gamal
I Wanna Be There, Do All What I Can, Only For Her! !

What if the sun said ' Sorry, I'm not coming today '? !
What if the earth loved the moon, and couldn't even say? !

What if our glowing sky wasn't true? !
What if my beautiful life was without you? !

I wanna be there, do all what I can, only for you!
I wanna be there, because I can't dream without you!
I wanna be there, because you're the one who can make my life glows!
I wanna be there, just because I do love you! !

Now! I'm on the summit of the mountain saying to my lifelong pain ' Good bye! '.
playing with the glowing stars, flying freely in the sky.
That's because I said what was stuck in my heart, I was about to die.
So I put the start of our story, and let my birds to fly.

Abdallah Gamal
I Will Remain Faithful To You.. Whatever You Do

Now we've arrived to the end of the road
No one can feel the weight of the load
We were chosen to be forever on the road
But you chose for me to be abroad
I still remember, you say we will be together
Oh oh no I forgot, u say we will be forever
But really I don't know if you forgot or whatever
U know, u think i've forgotten, but yet I still remember
U know, I won't forget what u said to me yesterday
'Birds could die, , flowers could dry.. pens could dry'
'But our friendship will never say good bye'
And I will never say goodbye, u know why?
Because without you I will have a reason to die..

Abdallah Gamal
I Won'T Give Up Anymore, This Is My Dream And I Adore

I come today to say to this life that I'm not afraid.  
I don't even care anymore about what you made.  
Everything has its end, but the smile won't fade.  
Everything has its price, and so I have paid.

You think that you are strong enough to catch me in a cage,  
But sorry about your guesses, I just have opened a new page,  
where the pencil is in my hand, and the eraser is beside me,  
and the dream is mine, so you don't know what it gonna be.

So catch your breath, and take all your precautions,  
because in my world there are no any anticipations.

Abdallah Gamal
If We Can Touch The Stars.. So Why We Insist On Wars.

Sometimes you look in your tape of past, and miss being a cute child.
Just remembering that, makes you feel as you're seeing the heavens after you were blind.
Remembering my dad pushing me while I was riding makes me feel out of my mind.
Remembering my sister hiding from me above the tree, and I got tired of find.

Remembering my father raising me up on his shoulders, to fly the kite.
Remembering, while me and my sister having the same toy, then we go in a fight,
then I get mad, and complain to my dad, suddenly I find in my hand a bite,
then I start crying, my dad suddenly come and hit me. Oh everything is white.

Remembering my dad taking me from my hand to learn me the Holy Qura'n.
Remembering, while me and my friends hanging the lanterns of Ramadan.
Remembering my dad be proud of me and taking me to the job by his van.
Remembering my Mum making a cup cake even if I get older and be a man.

Memories just when I remeber it, I feel that I'm touching the stars.
And when I get back to my mind.. I say why we're continueing these wars.

Abdallah Gamal
I'll Never Lose You

It's hard to lose a true friend, even if you are not feeling alone.
Is it possible for the prince to sacrifice with his princess for the throne? !
Is it possible for the clouds of evil to blow, after the flowers had grown? !
Before him/her you were in this dark world lonely thrown,
till he/ came to your life, then a big smile on your face is drawn.
Now, I'm in my painful ocean of tears drown.

When I need him, I find him there.
When I'm in troubles, I hear his advices everywhere.
No one accepts to lose his friend, no one can even dare.
Yet, I lost my friend, and my life turned to a nightmare.

The disability isn't in being a deaf or a blind.
It's in missing the one who's always behind.

To me losing a friend, is like losing my life.
That's why I'm feeling now, that I'm not alive.

Abdallah Gamal
I'M Gonna Be All Right Without You

Sometime u just have to hold ur head up high
blink away the tears and say good-bye
forget all the pain, stand up and try
cuz nothing in this life tends u to cry
A million tears will not bring him back
u'll need me again, u'll come runin' back
say what u want, say I am a liar, say I am a hack
I will never cry again, I will never come back
I cried today, not cuz I miss u, or even wanted u,
but cuz I realized I'm gonna be all right without u..

Abdallah Gamal
Jump Up Very High.. Make Your Dreams Touch The Sky! !

You can dream, everyone can dream,
to touch the sky, to see the moon's gleam.
You can dream, everyone can dream,
to be with the one you love, walking together on the same stream.

You cab jump up very high,
to make your dreams touch the sky,
just stop acting like a grown man,
change that look on your face that looks so shy! ,
and don't even ask me how? ! or why? ! ,
just don't forget that you're an ordinary human.

Why are you saying ' I don't cry ',
even you cry when your people die,

don't give a due care to the people around you,
just fly with your beautiful butterfly,
and don't say it's a pie in the sky,
cuz the pie is made to be eaten, not to fly.
I gave you my spell of joy, and it's only for you,
so shall we fly? ! Or you're gonna say good bye? !

Abdallah Gamal
Memories

All the dreams I had turned to ash.
All the happy moments I lived went in a crash.
All the promises we kept, you threw it carelessly in the trash.
I don't know what happened, as if I went blind by a flash.

What had I done? ! What had I made? !
Should I have gone? ! Should I have stayed? !
Where is that one, who made me glad.
Everything had gone, I feel nothing, I'm dead.

Day after day, night after night.
I remember our moments, I remember our interesting fight.
I chose you from all the people, I was sure, I was right.
We drew a colourful picture, and once it became white.

Abdallah Gamal
That's Why I Miss You

A day without u is like a day without its sunshine
If I had a flower for every time I think about u
Then my life will turn to be a forever garden
when I see flowers grow, and the sky is blue
Then I feel that ur return is soon and u 're fine
And when I hear your voice I feel as if I with u
U may be out of my sight, but never out of my mind
I just 've look in my heart cuz that’s where I find u

Abdallah Gamal
Voice Of Freedom, 25 January Revolution

It was a dark night, full of fights, as if the sun will never rise
The bullets were passing beside me, but I couldn't realize
All the people were afraid, I was trying to resist anywise
The voice of freedom rose high in the souls of the arise
The life of the oppressors, was walking anticlockwise
The voice of injustice blinked away, like its form analyse

The devil thought and thought, 'How could I make a plan,
to stop that voice, to regain everything without complain'
The birds began to sing, voice of freedom returned again
to prevail the happiness again, to resist suffering pain.
The sun which we thought that it will never rise again.
it rose to remove steps of a man made it without vain.

The sun will keep rising and rising every day, to bloom the flowers,
to remember us, how is that light, was thanks to God and martyrs.

Abdallah Gamal
Why I Need To Cry And Have God In The Sky

Once I was sitting under the sun sit in a muddy spring. The flowers were crying beside me. And a bird wounded his wing. I raised my sight, awh what I see... A storm and great thundering. I worried, what will happen to me. I was lost in a mysterious ring.

All my grief got into my mind. I felt the importance of life. And I felt that I became blind. I’ve cut pain through a knife. I thought to walk against the wind, and put an end for that strife. I remembered God, and guess what I found, I’ve found my life.

I said why am I sad? Why I care about that grief, while others are happy. all what I need is belief, that there is God in the sky who makes them happy.

Abdallah Gamal
You'Re The One Who I Loved, You'Re The One Who
Made Me Cry

I know because I tried, I know because I cried.
I know because I lied, but my passion can't be hide.
I know but I'm tired, my pain can't leave my side.
Come back I need you, after you my heart became blind.

You're the one who broke my heart,
You're the reason my world fell apart.
You're the one who I loved, you're the one who made me cry
Yet I'm still in love with you and I don't know why.
You always say you hate to see me hurt.
And you hate to see me cry.
So all those times that you hurt me
Did you close your eyes?

You hurt me more then I deserve,
How can you be so cruel?
Love you more then you deserve,
why am I such a fool?

Abdallah Gamal